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Abstract- Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) is difficult to take transient 
analysis due to the tight coupling between the multiple energy domains, typically 
nonlinear. An effective increment-dimensional precise integration method (PIM) 
combined with the model order reduction (MOR) technique based on Krylov subspace 
is present to solve large-scale nonlinear finite element dynamics systems. The numerical 
example of V-beam electro-thermal actuator is shown to demonstrate that the MOR-
PIM method can achieve high precision and fast speed when solving the nonlinear 
dynamic equation with large-scale freedom. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 The research field of MEMS has seen a rapid growth for the last two decades. 
During the micro and nano fabrication technology development, more and more 
micro/nano sensors, actuators and even system-on-chip with complexity structures and 
functions have been designed and taken into commercial application. The outstanding 
feature of MEMS is that it coupled multiple physical energy domains. Furthermore, if 
the systems contain the microelectronic devices for switching the non-electric signals to 
electric signals or some else signal processing units, the traditional finite element and 
boundary element tools are cumbersome and time consuming, i.e. are inappropriate to 
perform the transient analysis to overall system. Therefore, system-level modeling and 
simulation have become state of the art in MEMS design due to increasing demand for 
the computer aided engineering and design systems. The model order reduction 
technique has been extensively studied in recent years such as the superposition of basic 
function based on Galerkin method and the matrix subspace projection based on finite 
element equations [1]. The reduced order model is usually described by Ordinary 
Differential Equations (ODEs) or Differential Algebraic Equations (DAEs) in time. If 
all reduced order model of non-electric energy domains were build, then could be 
combined with the mature circuit model to take the system-level simulation for whole 
coupled micro-systems. Direct time-stepping methods have been the most popular and 
widely advocated in most commercial software for solving the system ODEs. In 
particular, the time difference/θ-difference method [2] plays a dominant role for a linear 
time-invariant system. With the direct iteration or Newton-Raphson iteration method, 
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the finite difference method (FDM) can be extended to nonlinear analysis. However, the 
FDM usually brings errors and a number of numerical difficulties, such as stiffness of 
the problem. Zhong [3] proposed a very special explicit integration scheme, Precise 
Integration Method (PIM) for structural dynamic. The key component of the PIM is 
computing the matrix exponential. It can give precise numerical results almost equal to 
the exact solution at the integration point but it is more or less difficult due to the 
inverse matrix calculations and memory storage when solving the large-scale problem. 

In this paper, we took the increment-dimensional precise integration method 
combined with the Krylov based approximation algorithm (called MOR-PIM) to solve 
large-scale nonlinear dynamics micro systems. The transient response result of finite 
element models for V-beam electro-thermal actuator was verified.  
 

2. THEORY BACKGROUND 
 

2.1. An increment-dimensional precise integration method 
 A general form of dynamics systems is given as 

                                                                                                                   (1) v=A(v,t)v+f

where  is the variable vector, A  is nv R∈ n n× system matrix function, f  is the 
external force vectors. It can also be written as 

0 1v=(A +A (v,t))v+f    or                       (2) 0 cv=A v+f

where  is a time invariant matrix, and  is time variant or is related to the unknown 
vector v,  can be treated as some ‘external force’. The existence of non-
homogeneous term  has brought algorithmic complexity in PIM especially in large-
scale problems due to computing the inverse matrix. To eliminate the inverse matrix 
calculation, here a new state variable 

0A 1A

c 1f =f + A (v,t)v

cf

n+1v 1≡ is introduced to equation (2) and the non-
homogeneous equations should be transformed into homogenous ones with dimensional 
expanding [4]. 

0 c

n+1 n+1 n+1

v v vA f
V= = =H =HV

v v v0 0
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
                    (3) 

In the small time interval  to  kt k+1t , kt kη= , the matrix  could regarded as invariant 
matrix. The homogeneous ODEs for initial value problems should be solved by PIM as 
follows: the general solution for equation can be given as 

H

0V=exp(Ht) V⋅                                                          (4) 

0V  is initial value. The exponential matrix is described as Taylor expansion expression 

2 3 4

n
(Ht) (Ht) (Ht)exp(Ht)=I +Ht+ +

2! 3! 4!
+ +

            
     (5) 

In a series of equal time step 0 1 kt 0, t , t k ,η η= = =… …  for which 
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1 0 2 1 k+1 kV =V( )=TV V =V(2 )=TV , ,V =V((k+1) )=TV ,    T=exp(H ),η η η… … η     (6) 

So the time step integration becomes the recurrence as equation (6). Therefore, the 
problem is reduced to commutating the exponential matrix . Let T

[ ] T=exp(H ) exp(H /m) mη η≡                                       (7)  

where m is an arbitrary integer. It is suggested to select 
Nm=2  such as                                 (8) N=20, m=1048576

 /mτ η= is an extremely small time interval. Hence for the interval, the truncated Taylor 
expansion is applied with high precision: 

2 3

n
(H ) (H ) (H )exp(H ) I +H + +

2! 3! 4!

4τ τ ττ τ≈ +                     (9) 

n

2 3 4

a a
(H ) (H ) (H )T =H + + ,exp(H ) I T

2! 3! 4!
τ τ ττ τ+ ≈ +                     (10) 

( 1) ( 1)2 2
n a n a n aT=(I +T ) (I +T ) (I +T )

N N 2 N− −

= ×                                       (11) 

The last four term series expansion  is extremely small from the unit matrix and will 
become an appended part, so its precision will be seriously dropped in the round-off 
operation in computer arithmetic if the multiplication was executed after the addition of 
the unit matrix. From the identity 

aT nI

a a a a a a(I+T ) (I+T ) I+(T +T +T T )× = ×                                            (12) 

We can calculate the N times multiplication of  corresponded to the following 
instruction: 

aT

a a afor(iter=0; iter<N; iter ++)  T 2T T Ta= + ×                              (13) 

After the execution of the above instruction,  is no longer a very small matrix, and 
this addition will have no serious numerical round-off error again. The exponential 
matrix is achieved finally as bellow: 

aT

T

aT=(I+T )                                                         (14) 

Then the state variable vector at any time step is obtained. The 
algorithm given above is called the precise computation of exponential matrix. 

1 2 kV V , ,V ,  , … …

 
2.2. Krylov subspace based projection method 

Based on modern control theory, the dynamic systems (1) could be written in the 
state space form: 

v=A v+B u
y=C v
⋅ ⋅⎧

⎨ ⋅⎩
                                                            (15) 
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where  is the state variable, nv R∈ n nA R ×∈ is system matrix function,  is 
input matrix, 

n mB R ×∈
p nC R ×∈ is output matrix, is input variable, mu R∈ py R∈ is 

output variable. Its frequency domain transfer function G(s) as 
-1 -1 -1G(s)=C (sI-A) B= - C A (I-sA )B× × ×                                                    (16) 

G(s) can expand in Taylor series about some point, e.g. s=0, so get polynomial format 

1 1 2 2
k

k 0

G(s) CA (I sA s A )B m s
∞

− − −

=

= − + + + = −∑… k

)

                                     (17) 

the kth coefficient  is called the kth moment of the transfer function. k 1
km CA (A B− −=

A r-dimension Krylov subspace   is defined as follows 

                                  { }2 r-
r (A, b)=span b, Ab, A b, , A bκ … 1                                         (18) 

where , n nA R ×∈ nb R∈ . The Arnoldi process [5] can create the orthonormal vectors to 
construct the unit basic [ ]r 1 2W w , w , w= … r

n
 for Krylov subspace, . If original 

system (15) was projected to the r-dimension Krlov subspace, r , get  

n r
rW R ×∈

ˆ ˆˆ ˆv A v+B u
ˆ ˆy C v

⎧ = ⋅ ⋅⎪
⎨

= ⋅⎪⎩
                                             (19) 

where A W , T T
r r r r

ˆ ˆˆA W ,B W B,C C W= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅ rv̂ R∈ , -1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆG(s) C (sI-A) B= ⋅ ⋅              (20) 
The previous research [6] have indicated that the first rth moments between G(  and 

 are matching. So the output dynamic characteristic of original system (15) could 
be described by reduced order systems (19). 

s)
Ĝ(s)

 
2.3. MOR-PIM method concept 

The flow diagram of MOR-PIM method for solving large-scale nonlinear 
dynamics system is shown in Fig 1. The simulation process consists of four basic steps 
as follows: 
(a).Decompose nonlinear matrix functions to time-invariant part and external 

inhomogeneous term. The time-invariant matrix obtained here will be convenient 
for model order reduction and time integrating in the last two steps process. 

(b).Transform the non-homogeneous equations into homogenous ones with dimensional 
expanding process. It can avoid inverse matrix calculations and storage. 

(c).Reduce the increment-dimensional systems order through all kinds of model order 
reduction method as you can. Krylov subspace based projection method has 
advantage of standardization and automation. It has efficient effect for linear time-
invariant system. Some other improved method, such as SVD-Krylov [7], Padé via 
Lanczos [8]，Rational Krylov method [9] would also used to nonlinear systems.  

(d).Take precise integration method for reduced order systems. A rapid transient 
analysis result for complicated coupled systems and the system-level simulation 
would be obtained efficiently and accurately. 
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Fig.1 The flow diagram of MOR-PIM method for large-scale dynamic systems  

 
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

 
The polysilicon V-beam electro-thermal actuator is shown in Fig 2, after 

applying input current to the electrode, the joule heat will be generated in the actuator 
and the thermal expansion of structure would take the vertical displacement and actuate 
the microgripper to achieve clamping action.   

                 
(a)                                                         (b) 

 Fig.2 (a) The finite element model of V-beam electro-thermal actuator 
(b) The micrograph of V-beam electro-thermal actuator and microgripper 
 

The finite element model of V-beam actuator was built in Ansys. Ansys performs the 
electro-thermal-structural analysis using sequential coupling, where the system 
functions was assembled just like in [10] using Mor4ansys [11]. The nodes number of 
this finite element model is 11722. The transient analysis result using ANSYS and 
different number reduced order model by MOR-PIM method using Matlab is shown in 
Fig 3. The result shows that the concept of MOR-PIM method is effective and it is 
saving computing time and memory storage than commercial FEM software. 
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Fig.3 Transient analysis with ANSYS, 30 and 15 order reduced model using MOR-PIM 

   
4. CONCLUSION 

 
An MOR-PIM technique is present to solve large-scale nonlinear finite element 

dynamics systems. Firstly the state variables depended with time or related to unknown 
vector can be treated as external force vectors just like inhomogeneous terms; then the 
inhomogeneous equation is converted into homogeneous equation through increment-
dimensional method by which the non-homogeneous vectors is viewed as the state 
variables of equations; thirdly the Krylov subspace projection method is used to reduce 
model order for large-scale homogeneous dynamics systems. Finally the rapid transient 
response of reduced order model is solved by precise integration method. This method 
takes advantage of the excellence between model order reduction and precise 
integration method, which is worth to be improved and developed in future. 
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